
7 Celebrities Who Train Jiu Jitsu 

 
 

1. Anthony Bourdain is a well-
known Chef who is on 
Television and travels all over 
the world. Anthony trains at 
Renzo Gracie's academy. Below 
he is picture with Igor Gracie:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Asthon Kutcher Ashton 
Kutcher has been training 
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu for the past 
few years, is a Judo 
practitioner, and a big college 
wrestling fan (even seen at 
Iowa Hawykeye Dual Meets 
sitting near Dan Gable) Here is 
a photo below of Ashton 
Kutcher and Rigan Machado:  

 

 

 

 



3. Rikki Rokkett of the rock band Poison is a Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Black Belt under Renato Magna. 
You can Youtube search Rikki Rokkett BJJ and see some of his matches. Here is a photo below 
of Rikki:  

 

4. Paul Walker (deceased Nov 30, 2013) sadly passed on this past year and his family received 
his Black Belt on his behalf  from Professor Ricardo Franjinha Miller. We wanted to include him 
because his life had such an impact on all of us and he was known as a passionate Jiu Jitsu 
player. Here is Paul with Relson Gracie and a friend:  

 



5. Spencer Pratt and Heidi Montag, from The Hills are both BJJ practitioners and have been seen 
training with Kevin Casey. Spencer has also competed. Here below are both of them: 

 

6. Tim Tebow, professional football player, was seen at the Gracie Academy. We are not sure to 
what extent he trains BJJ. Tim is pictured below with two of the Gracies (Ralek and Ryron) and 
UFC fighter Branden Schaub: 

 
  



7. Ed O'Neill and the late Michael Clarke Duncan. Al is a famous sitcom star and Michael was a 
famous actor in the Green Mile among other films. Here they are pictured below with Ryron and 
Rener Gracie 
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